The Meeting:

After two hours of discussion, Commander Genfore stands and addresses the assembled officers and diplomats:

“Thank you all for your input. 

“Lt. Amzenki, contact Lt. Antia for some assistance in preparing your ships.  I want the Guardians ready for the parade ground for this fly-over during the Republic Day festivities.  We will drop out of hyperspace on the fringes of the Corellia system and launch the Guardians.  The microjump into the system will be timed so that the Guardians exit hyperspace a minute before the Liberty.  Although the Liberty is capable of landing herself, I will not place the ship in such a vulnerable position while other recourse exists.  Once we achieve orbit and receive permission for landing, Guardians One and Two will escort the Dove down to the surface, while Three and Four fly close escort of the Liberty.  After the shuttle is down safely and the Liberty is in a parking orbit, the Guardians will return to the ship. 

“Ambassador Justinian, I presume that you will lead the initial diplomatic team to the Republic Day celebrations.  I expect that at least yourself and Ambassador Harkonan, your aide, Mr. Dashwood, and your protocol droid will occupy the 10 seats on the Dove.  Two of Lt. Runaar's security contingent will accompany you.  I think it would be wise if our Jedi Knight, Ghaloon, accompanies you as well.  That leaves two seats.  I leave the additional members of your team to your discretion.  The shuttle crew will remain on call at the port while you are on-planet.  Even though I imagine I will be attending the official ceremonies, I think it unwise that both you and I occupy the shuttle at the same time, Ambassador.  In fact, it may be less than completely wise for both you and Ambassador Harkonan to travel together - but let us not begin to think of the Corellians themselves as an enemy. 

“Lt. Runaar, the ship is far from defenseless; however, the shuttle is literally so.  Perhaps you can spare a third member of your team to remain on the shuttle with its crew.  This can serve as an unpleasant surprise for any dissidents who might try to remove our team's means to return.  If the diplomats remain on the surface for a prolonged period, it will also allow for rotation of assignments. 

“As to standard routine while we are here...  Capt. Nadur has already posted the ship’s watch rotation.  I feel strongly that two of the Guardians should be on standby in the pilot's ready room near their ships at all times. “

Lt. Antia replies, “My people have already been alerted and will have the Guardians ready as per your orders, sir.”

Ambassador Justinian says, “I will ask have Mr. Dashwood ask Ghaloon if he wishes to accompany us, but he will choose for himself, as he is not under my command.”

Lt. Runaar replies, “My self and Tarrina Klotial will be accompanying the diplomats.  Hictor Letan will stay to assist dove pilots as per your suggestion sir.”

“Again, thank you all,” says Cmdr. Genfore, “Dismissed.”

As everyone gets up to leave, Cmdr. Genfore pulls Cpt. Nadur aside.  “Captain, as I will be on planet for the celebration, you will be in command.  I want you to monitor all of our standard frequencies and be ready to pull the diplomats out at the first sign of trouble.”

“We’ll be ready, sir,” responds the Captain.


Dashwood and Ghaloon:

In the sickbay, the FX droid, now fully operational is conversing with the 2-1B droid.  Ghaloon and Lt. Attlan look on happily.

“Thanks for your help,” the CMO says, “I never would have been able to replace those burnt out sections on my own.”

“Think nothing of it,” responds the Farghul, “I was happy to be of help.”

The sound of voices in the hallway draws their attention.  “Sounds like the meeting has finally broken up,” states Attlan.

Tehl Dashwood wanders in, “Excuse me Doctor but, “ and sees Ghaloon, “Oh, here you are.  Could I have a word with you?  Excuse us Doctor.”

“Of course, thank you again for your help,” Attlan responds as the human and feliniod leave the room.

“Listen, Ghaloon, may I call you Ghaloon?” Tehl starts, “Ambassador Justinian wishes to know is you’d be interested in joining our group when we go down to Corellia.”

“Of course,” Ghaloon responds, “I’m honored that she wishes to have me along.”

“Great,” replies Tehl, “I’ll let her know.  Meet us on board the Dove when we make orbit.”

Tehl pulls out a comlink and speaks into it for a little while then replaces it on his belt.

“I’m off to see my quarters,” Tehl says, “care to share a lift?”

“Yes,” replies Ghaloon, “I’d like a chance to rest a little myself.”

Both move to the lifts and head for Deck 3.  They each activate their datapads and look up their room assignments.  Exiting the lift, and following the markers, they arrive at the same door and both look at each other.  Tehl seems perplexed and Ghaloon has the faintest sign of a smile on his face.


The Lounge:

“Yes!  I got all six!  An ace in one mission!” exclaims Izek Korona as he leaps from the X-Wing simulator.  “That’s the best I’ve ever done!”

His astromech, R2-G8, or Gate for short, beeps happily at him from the back of the simulator.

“Nice job, kid,” comes a voice from the side of the room, “I mean, sir.”

Izek turns to look and sees Erilla Rheaclya applauding his efforts.  “That Split-S at the end was a great move.”  The wookiee next to her roars his agreement.

“Gee,” replies Korona, “thanks.”

Lt. Amzenki walks in and heads straight for Izek.  “Izek, good to see that you’re staying in practice.  Where are the others?”

“Garan went to his quarters and Iza is in the ready room,” replies Izek.

“Good,” responds Zir, “I want you to get some rest, too.  We’re going to be flying cover for the shuttle in a few hours and I don’t like having tired wingmen.”

“Yes, sir,” replies Izek who then leaves the room and heads for his quarters.

Zir turns to leave as well but notices the wookiee for the first time and heads over.

‘leich roars a greeting at him.  

"Yea well, let's go partake of the good stuff.  Actually, yea that last crew was a pretty good on, nut this one has potential too.  I miss the ramoda already, but this isn't shaping up to be so bad...Though I admit I would like about three or four more pilots...”
  
‘leich growls and ruffs some more.

“Korona is going to be pretty good I think, once he learns the ropes.  You know me; I ain't much on first impressions though.  Hecta and Kranal are good, that's why they were asked for.“
  
‘leich points out Erilla to Zir.

“Saaayy, she's kinda cute, but I'd probably break her in half.  How's she fly?  Hey Fuzzy, you know me; I ain't much for playing games.  I'd just as soon spend my time more productively, namely shootin' up ties...”

‘leich responds by changing the topic and calls Erilla over.

“That's the word.  I don't know if he is or if he ain't.  Don't much care.”

‘leich growls a question.

“Lately I been tinkerin' with the X-wing. Me an' Frosty have been trying to boost up engine output and not lose more than 5% of any other system.  Those damn tie interceptors are real fast.  Only A-wings can keep up with 'em.  Hell, A-wings are actually faster.”

The three then leave and go to Zir’s quarters for some of the “good stuff.”

Lt. Antia:

The chief engineer heads aft to inform her staff of the current orders and runs into an astromech heading forward.

“Hello, Metoo,” she says, “have you seen Lar or Gadget around?”

The droid beeps indignantly at her and heads on his way.

“That was odd,” Illyria says to herself as she enters into engineering and sees Gadget with her feet up on a desk going over some schematics.

“Gadget, what’s wrong with Metoo?”

“Metoo?  I didn’t think there was anything wrong with him.  Metoo, could you come over here?”

A droid rolls up from the rear of the compartment.

“But, I just passed him,” Illyria says, shocked.

“Oh, you must mean Forty.  He’s the astromech for Guardian Leader.  It’s amazing but he looks just like Metoo, except on the top of his head he has a little carbon scouring, which looks like blaster fire to me, but not hand held.  He must have gotten it in a battle some where.  I’ll have to ask him about it and see if he can tell me the whole story, because I’m always interested in a good story, but you know that...”

“OK, Gadg, that’s enough,” Illyria replies, finally able to get a word in.  Go find Lar and Kira and get to work on those X-Wings.  We need to have them ready for the entry into the system in four hours.  Get the astromechs to help you out.”

“Yes, sir,” responds Gadget, getting up, “Lar’s already in the hanger, but I’ll go find Kira.”


The Hanger:

Forty rolls into the hanger beeping to himself and heads over to the ladder leading up to the ready room.  He plugs into the computer terminal there and lowers the astromech elevator.  He rolls onto it and heads up to the ready room to find Iza Kranal at work posting the duty roster.

“Hello Forty,” she says when he beeps at her, “Here to get the Lt.’s desk set up?”

He beeps in the affirmative and heads to the desk, connecting to the computer there, and starts bringing up forms and rosters that need Amzenki’s signature.  When he’s done, he rolls back onto the elevator and moves to Guardian 1, where he notices someone working on it already.  He beeps loudly at this person and she looks up at him, which stops him in his tracks.

“Hello Forty,” she says, “It’s been a long time.”

Forty whistles back a question.

“I talked to Gadget and she told me you were on board and attached to Guardian Flight, so I thought I’d get to work on your X-Wing so you’re ready.  Care to help me?”

Forty whistles affirmatively and they get to work.


System Entry:

{Five minutes to normal space. Repeat, Five minutes to normal space.}

The crew is at General Quarters.  All pilots and astromechs are in their X-Wings and ready to launch, all crew members are at their action stations and all diplomats are in their quarters, probably with viewer’s tuned to the forward sensors.

In his cockpit, Zir switches the com to the flight frequency.  “All wings report in,” he says.

{Two has all green.}

{Four green and ready on Three.}

{Four is all set.}

“OK, everyone, let’s expect to be hit hard when we get out there.  Now, does everyone have the com frequency ready to receive the nav coordinates?”

He receives a chorus of yes’s and switches the frequency over to the main Liberty channel and says, “Guardian Flight is ready to launch.”

{Acknowledged, Guardian Leader.}

The countdown clock reaches 0 and the Liberty reverts to normal space just outside the Corellian System.  The hanger doors on both the main and upper hangers open and the four x-wings launch.  The fighters move to a vertical diamond formation around the Liberty with Guardian Leader dorsal, Guardians Two and Three flanking, and Guardian Four ventral.  The hanger doors close as the Guardians finish positioning themselves.

“Prepare to jump on my mark...5”

[Here we go again.]

“...4...3”

[Nav coordinates set.]

“...2...1...Mark!”

All four x-wings jump to hyperspace and come out almost immediately near to the planet Corellia.

“Guardian Leader to Liberty, all clear.  Repeat, all clear.”

{Acknowledged Guardian Leader.}

“Guardian Flight, let’s give them some room.”

The four x-wings move off just as the Liberty appears out of hyperspace.


The Bridge:

“System entry successful,” calls out Lt. Duo, “on approach vector for Corellia.”

“Com,” Cmdr. Genfore calls, “raise Coronet City and request a parking orbit.  Stand down general quarters as soon as parking orbit is achieved and Dove One has successfully landed.”

“Aye, sir.”

“Sir,” says Lt. Runaar, “I’d like permission to prepare the shuttle for launch.”

“Granted, report in when you’re ground side and let us know what the situation is.”

Lt. Runaar leaves and the com officer calls out, “I have Coronet City, they are requesting to speak with you, Commander.”

“Switch it over.”

{Ah, Commander, so nice of you to come.  I am Diktat Gritar.  We are looking forward to your participation in our celebration and to our upcoming trade discussions.}

“I’m glad you requested our presence.  Is there somewhere our diplomatic party can stay while on planet?  Also, whom should we coordinate with for the celebration?”

{Yes, we have a set of hotel suites reserved for your diplomatic party as well as any of your crew who will be planetside.  I will have my office transfer you the coordinates along with the CorSec office that you should contact for the celebration agenda.}

“Thank you, Diktat.  I’m sure everything will move along smoothly.  Liberty out.”

{Sir, shuttle is ready to launch with the diplomats.}

“You are cleared for launch, Lt.”


Landing:

Dove One is escorted down by Guardians One and Two and lands at the main spaceport in the city.  The diplomatic team and their two guards are taken, by speeder, to the hotel where they will be staying and have been given the com frequency for the Diktat’s office.  Tehl has been assigned to fix the times and places for the meetings.

Guardians One and Two return to the Liberty and dock.


What I need now is what people are going to do on planet or in preparation for the celebration. 

